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This is what efficient powder coating looks like in practice

Dear ladies and gentlemen,

the company Wandel in the German city Rottenburg specialized in electrostatic powder coating about
40 years ago and coats on behalf of suppliers from the mechanical engineering and automotive industry,
for example. In the course of time Wandel increasingly invested in automated coating systems to be
able to react flexibly to increasing customer demands. 

The choice fell on WAGNER. Why? See for yourself:

We wish you happy holidays and a good start into a hopefully better year 2021! 
The newsletter team of WAGNER Industrial Solutions

MANUAL POWDER COATING 
How you can coat even the smallest batches efficiently

Often, small batches or individual workpieces
have to be coated in different colors at the end of
a shift in automatic systems. With the PEM-X1
cup gun and the 1-liter cup extension such
quantities can be coated without the use of
cleaning and time-consuming system
components.

PRACTICAL REPORT 
State-of-the-art dosing technology for dialysis filters

Dialysis filters are medical products with highest
quality requirements. Reinhardt-Technik GmbH
(member of the WAGNER Group) designed a
new dosing technology for a fully automated
production system of the B. Braun company in
Dresden, which ensures process reliability and
high production quality for the customer.

SERVICE 
Reliable service from a distance is not possible? With us it is!

With the WAGNER teleservice an expert of our
service team can access your system directly via
remote maintenance. This way you receive fast
and easy support in case of service. 

The audio and video transmission via the
WAGNER service app additionally facilitates the
communication with the service expert.
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